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Title: Cardiovascular Risk & Communication among Breast Cancer Survivors 
 
Background: Diagnostic and treatment advances have led to significant cancer survival gains. Breast cancer 
survivors (BCS) are at increased risk of adverse cardiovascular (CV) outcomes because of late and long-term effects 
of cancer treatment and overlapping risk factors such as obesity. African Americans (AA) have disproportionately 
high rates of CV risk factors. While lifestyle changes can reduce CV risk, awareness of risk is low among AA BCS. 
The purpose of this study was to assess CV risk factors among BCS, overall and by race, and CV-related 
communication between BCS and providers. Methods: In this exploratory study, we recruited a purposive sample of 
early-stage, English-speaking BCS (n=34;  age 59, 44% AA) between November 2014-April 2015 through 
community-based survivorship organizations and clinics in New Jersey. Qualitative, semi-structured, in-depth 
interviews, inclusive of a brief survey on socio-demographics and comorbidities, were conducted. A subset of 
interviews with overweight/obese BCS (n=21) explored weight-related needs and concerns post-treatment. 
Results: Across the sample CV risk was high (hypertension 44%, overweight 35%, obese 29%, high cholesterol 
18%) except for smoking and diabetes (3% each). The only significant difference between AA and white BCS was 
in hypertension (67% vs 33%, p=0.01), though notably AA BCS reported higher rates of all CV risk factors. Most 
BCS (85%) reported their health as good to excellent despite their cancer history and CV risk profile. Few BCS 
(n=2) described conversations with their providers about risk of CV disease or cancer recurrence related to weight 
although most (62% AA and 63% white) indicated a desire for dietary and exercise guidance. Conclusion: BCS 
may not understand how their separate, yet cumulative, health issues (breast cancer, hypertension, weight) can 
impact their CV risk. Opportunities to inform BCS about their risk are being missed. Specifically, weight issues are 
infrequently or inadequately addressed. Interventions to evaluate the impact of CV risk assessment and 
communication on behavioral risk factor modification are needed, particularly among at-risk subgroups such as AA 
and obese BCS, in an effort to improve clinical outcomes and quality of life among BCS.  
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